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AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Employment & Discrimination, Personal Injury, Clinical
Negligence, Professional Negligence, Credit Hire,
International & Travel, Inquests, Fraud, Arbitration,
Mediation, Costs

Jeremy accepts instructions across all of 12KBW’s core areas. He has particular

experience in claims involving employment and discrimination (with expertise in post-

termination restrictions), costs, public / occupiers’ / employers’ liability, insurance, credit

hire and fundamental dishonesty.

His practice encompasses advisory work, drafting and advocacy in fast track and multi-track claims, both in the High
Court and County Courts.

Owing to previous employment at a City law firm, he has a detailed knowledge of civil procedure and experience across
a broad range of commercial and arbitration, regulatory and fraud work.

He is a contributor to several blogs and publications in his specialist areas.

Employment & Discrimination

Jeremy has worked on a range of Employment Tribunal and High Court employment matters for both claimants and
defendants, including restrictive covenant, confidential information, bonus, and severance claims and has been
frequently involved in interim applications for injunctive relief.

He has experience in the preparatory and final hearing stages across the full range of statutory employment claims,
including experience in unfair dismissal, sex, race and disability discrimination and discrimination by association,
harassment and victimisation, whistleblowing and TUPE, namely drafting pleadings, skeleton arguments and closing
submissions, and trial preparation, including extensive expertise in bundle preparation and client-care. He has a good
working knowledge of the Employment Tribunal both in and outside London.

Jeremy has substantial experience in High Court employment practice, in particular injunctive relief relating to breach of
confidence and post-termination restrictions, including non-solicitation, non-poaching and non-compete provisions. He
has assisted in drafting submissions to the High Court, Employment Appeal Tribunal and Court of Appeal.
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With a view to the smoother conduct of the litigation process, Jeremy spent some time helping an Employment
department develop and launch a tailored litigation management platform using HighQ technology.

Qualifications & Awards

Bar Professional Training Course – BPP University
Diplôme juridique français – University of Poitiers
MA, Law – University of Cambridge

Appointments & Memberships

Employment Law Bar Association
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